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Sarma, E. Madhava Erisbiia—Eatyayana. PO. VI, pp. 74-92.
[685
Some of the Vartikas of Katyayana have been examined to deter-
mine the relation between Panini and Katyayana. Katyanyana's object
in writing the Vartika was to" find fault with the grammar of Panini.
He tried sincerely to clear the ambiguities in the rules of the
Asiadkyayi by supplementing them where necessary.
	 Authorship  of  the Unadi   Sutras.   In   No. 1434, pp.
395-404	[886
Discusses the chronological relation of ancient grammarians to
Panini and gives a brief survey of the history of the Unadi Sutras.
The author of the Unadi Sutras, he says, was most probably a
grammarian called Vararuci who flourished some time after Patafijali
compiled the Unadi Sutras drawing fully well upon the Munitraya text
as well as upon those of the etymologists to which he might have
had access,
Sastri, M. P. L.—The Word " Saraswati" in Sanskrit Liter-
ature.   PO. VI, pp.  190-194.	[687
Points out the various  meaning of the word  'Saraswati'  found in
Sanskrit literature.
Bengal, S. R.—Importance of Accent in the Vedas. PO
VI, pp. 93-101.	[688
Shows that the import of a work lies on its accented syllable
whether it may fall on the stem or the suffix.
Sharma, Ear Butt, Ed.—Namalinganushasanam. (Sanskrit-
English text). Demy 8vo. pp. 552. Oriental Book
Agency, Poona, 1941.	[689
Amarasimha's Sanskrit lexicon with the commentary of Bhatta
Kshiraswami edited with introduction, English equivalents, etc.
Shastti,  Eeshavram K.—Bharatiya    Bhashaoni  Samlksha,
(Gujarati text). SFG-ST. V, Ft, 4, pp. 473-528.	[690
A survey of Indian languages,  reproduced in Gujarati a portion of
Sir George Grearson's monumental work en modern Indian languages
so far as the Gujarati language is concerned.
Tatacharya,   D.   T.—Nominative    Singular     as    Vocative.
JSVOL II, Pt, 1, pp. 71-72.	[691
A   note   to  point out   that the views  of   Karl   Brugmann   and
A. A. Macdonell that the  nominative singular is   used in the passage
Vayu and  Tndra, ye' take  care   (Rig. V. I, 2. 5.)   as   a   vocative.    He
renders the  passage   Vayu, tliou and Indra  take care.   Concludes that
there is no need to use nominative in the place of vocative.

